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Winsemius, Pieter (2002) One Thousand Shades of Green  

Sustainability  

Prussian foresters and the Iroquois tribe 



Sustainable benchmarking is needed for each activity ! 

unsustainable  POINT ZERO  SUSTAINABLRE 
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sustainable solutions are multi-disciplinary  
and multi-sectoral (admin and economy)  

un-sustainable 
solutions 

sustainable 
solutions 

multi-
sectoral 
structure 
of the 
economy 

scientific  
disciplines 

multi-
disciplinary 
science 

silo structure of 
the economy 

integrated 
sustainable 
solutions 

+ 
on the basis of a tolerant 
interpretation of all 
framework conditions  - Point 0 



Professors Roland Clift and Julian Allwood outline how industrial 

ecology, applying chemical engineering thinking to the manage-

ment of material flows in the economy, can point the way to a 

more sustainable economy.  

Å If we accept the need to reduce our emissions of greenhouse gases, 

decarbonising the energy system is a high priority, along with reducing 

energy use. Policy in the UK, as in many other countries, has so far 

focused on improving the energy efficiency of industrial processes which 

provide materials and products. However, the scope for improving 

industrial energy efficiency is limited: industrial processes have always 

been subject to cost pressures to optimise performance.  

Å So we need to approach the problem differently, focussing on how to 

reduce flows of materials through the economy. This does not 

necessarily mean having less material goods in use; rather, it means 

managing materials more intelligently. The ideal model is the ñclosed-

loop economyò, an idea which governments are now supporting. 

However the idea of closed-loop material use is by no means new: it is 

at the heart of the concept and approach known as industrial ecology. 

 



Examples of complex research issues 

ÅDrinking water ï how to guarantee sufficient 

quality and quantity in the future. Husbandry? 

ÅSouth-East Asia, the world region with the worst 

water demand/supply ratio, relies heavily on rice 

as stable food. SE Asia will have  to increase food 

production by 75% by 2050. GMOs? 

ÅESG ï environmental, social and governance 

issues with vague and open definitions are used 

by UNO organisations as guidelines of 

governance / punishment. Huge potential abuse? 

ÅInterconnectedness (space weather and IT).  

 



Re-think interdisciplinary sciences: 
- academic scientific careers favouring multi-disciplinary 

sciences, e.g. Institute for the Study of Science,  

 - technology and Innovation, University of Edinburgh,  

 - applying chemical engineering thinking to the 

management of material flows in the economy, Royal 

Society project  UK, 

 - biophysics, medical nanotechnology, pharmaco-

genomics, pharmacogenetics, lifesciences, 

 - water use, food production, loss of farmland,   

 
e.g. Austrian energy farmers 



Todayôs linear industrial economy: 

more growth means more throughput & waste 

 resources     materials  manufacturing  distrib. P.O.S.      use             waste 

 

micro-economic profit optimisation              P.O.S.  CONSUMER      STATE  

¢ƘŜ ƳŀƴǳŦŀŎǘǳǊŜǊΩǎ ƭƛŀōƛƭƛǘȅ ŦƻǊ ƛƴŘǳǎǘǊƛŀƭ ƎƻƻŘǎ   
concerns the manufacturing quality.  
Property and liability are transferred to the CONSUMER at the 
P.O.S. and the State 
BUT: asbestos, tobacco (Schmidheiny), GHG emissions class actions 

zero-life products 50% life products: food, books,  
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Wealth preservation instead of wealth substitution,  

Re-use is the prime strategy for markets near saturation 

number of scrapped cars 

1960 1995 

new car registrations 

destroyed stock 
new cars 

What has changed in the 21st century : 1 
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Redefining 

óQualityô  as 

integrating 

the 

óFactor Timeô  

into  

corporate 

strategy and 

academic 

research 

physical asset management = managing performance over time  



Industrial 
recycling 
processes  
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ECONOMICS of a Circular Economy -  managing stocks: 

reusing and remanufacturing goods & components (loop 1) 

Re-using  
molecules 

Remanufacturing 
goods 

Source: Stahel, Walter (EU report) 1976 

X X 

Less: 
energy-intensive 
activities and 

less 
wasted  
resources 

environmental 
impairment 

Reuse goods, 
remarketing 

EU waste  
directive 
2008 



Source: Stahel, Walter 2000 

labour 

Job creation: product-life extension is a strategy to 

substitute manpower for energy  (EU report 1976) 

factory 
factory 

labour 

p
a

rts 
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10 years 20 years 30 years 

labour 

A complete absence of academic studies on real LCAs of goods 



The quality angle of the circular economy 

The circular economy is about managing of stocks :  

Å regional, meaning less transport volumes and shorter 

distances in the processing chain, 

Åmore labour-intensive than manufacturing because 

economies of scale are limited,  

Åa high-quality world: Stradivari instruments and 

expensive watches do not live forever by design, but 

through periodic remanufacturing, 

Å the knowledge and know-how of past technologies are 

necessary for retrofitting infrastructure and equipment, 

ÅCaring is a pre-condition for any stock management 

15 



people moving to 

(mega)cities/services 

Todayôs challenge is youth 

unemployment and the 

ageing population: 

- NASAôs scientists are 

aged 60-65 years, 

- Russiaôs are even older. 

- UK power grid cannot find 

young people for its jobs.  

World population 10,000BC to 2000 



Re-think labour ï research issues: 

 - the role of labour in an ageing population 

(versus the looming pension crises), 

 - options of job-creation for the young, 

 - options of employing ñsilver workersò (skills),  

 - the economyôs need for enlightened generalists 

 
Fritz Schumacher (1973) Small is beautiful, economics as if 

people mattered, Chapter 1: Education 



The small loops of a Circular Economy  

1 manage stock instead of flow optimisation,  wealth 

preservation instead of wealth substitution,  

the utilisation value replaces the exchange value as the 

central notion of economic value, 

wealth conservation replaces value added, 

2 substitute labour for energy and material inputs,  

3 create local jobs at all skill levels, quality, 

4 reduce resource consumption and environmental 

impairment,  

5 foster caring (stock optimisation is based on 

preserving existing values). 
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Sustainable competitiveness: 

material efficiency means profits  

ÅA circular economy (better design and more efficient 

use of material) could save European manufactu-

rers US$630bn a year by 2025, according to a report 

by the Ellen MacArthur Foundation, London. 

ÅThe report, produced by consultancy McKinsey, only 

covers five sectors that represent a little less than half 

of the GDP contribution of EU manufacturing, but still 

calculates that greater resource efficiency could 

deliver multi-billion Euro savings equivalent to 23% of 

current spending on manufacturing inputs. 
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Sustainable competitiveness through re-use 

A 2004 sectoral study on restoring used automotive engines compared to 

a like-new condition showed lower economic costs (30-53%) 
and much lower environmental costs compared to manufacturing 
engines:  
 

Å raw material consumption down by 26-90%,  

Åwaste generation down by 65-88%, 

Åenergy consumption down by 68-83%, 

Å73-78% fewer carbon dioxide (CO2),   

Å48-88% less CO, 

Å72-85% less NOx, 

Å71-84% less SOx,  

Å50-61% less non-methane hydrocarbons emissions. 

Source: Smith, VM and Keolian, GA (2004) The value of remanufactured engines, life-cycle 
environmental and economic perspectives, Journal of Industrial Ecology, 8(1-2) 193-222 



The Performance Economy uses absolute 

decoupling indicators to monitor ñmore wealth 

and jobs from a lower resource consumptionò 

      
    wealth up  

             £ 

        kg   mh     

   

 resource-         jobs up    
consumption down 

ϵ/kg up 

mh/kg up 

Stahel, The Performance Economy, 2006/2010 
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The mh/kg ratio of remanufacturing a car engine is 270 times that  
of manufacturing a new engine 

using absolute decoupling indicators 



Re-think economics: 
- integrate time into the economy and the econo-

mic structure of industrialised countries, 

- strategies to optimise multiple-loops,  

- strategies to radically reduce GHG emissions, 

- educate circular-economy experts,  

 - use national input-output models to evaluate  

radically alternative solutions,  

 - metrics: develop absolute decoupling indicators, 

Prosperity without growth: Economics for a finite planet,  

by Tim Jackson (2011) 
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Systems innovation, 
not product 
innovation! 
 
lighthouses have 
done more for the 
safety of shipping 
than any 
improvement to 
ships 



E-cars are radically 
different from 
cars! 
aƛŎƘŜƭƛƴΩǎ ŀŎǘƛǾŜ 
wheel:  
- rim, 
- tyre, 
- brake (el+mech) 

- suspension 
- electric motor 



Doing the right thing ï higher material efficiency  

by a Factor Ten through systems solutions 



Material 
efficiency:  
traditional 
ICE1 versus 
ICE4 without 
locomotives 



 

Sufficiency: different, not less 
more wealth from less material  

Åwaterless urinals, 

Åplus-energy buildings,  

Åploughing by night, 

Åaccessibility instead of 
mobilität 

 

redundancy and resilience 

ω herbicides-less vinyards (sheep) 
and tea plantations  (goats) 

ω Self-cleaning  windows    



Re-think (integrate time in engineering) 

- jobs of engineers and industrial designers,  

- systems solutions instead of products,  

- ódesign for sustainable solutionsô instead of 

óeco-designô, 

- introduce physics into the economy, 

- design resilient communities, 

- REE in nanotechnology applications might only 

be recoverable by reusing (standardised) 

components.  

  
e.g. Major Bloombergôs instructions for plus-energy buildings 

  



CARING, 
social 
innovations: 
a new 
relationship 
with goods 



Stock management needs & creates caring 

ïmaintaining culture and cultural heritage capital (incl. 
technology), museums,  

ïpreserving manufactured capital (buildings, infra-
structure, equipment, goods) preserves the embodied 
energy, water, GHG emissions,  

ïcaring fosters peopleôs quality of life (skills, education 
and health services, knowledge), 

ïmaking best use of local natural capital (e.g. producing 
bio food from organic agriculture, wooden furniture, 
leather shoes, wool textiles), 

ïcaring preserves knowledge and know-how, 

ïcaring creates a new relationship with goods.    

 



Incentives for re-think: 

 - Sociology, Philosophy,  

 - consumer behaviour, changing values,  

 - systems understanding and solutions, 

 - educating loop/remanufacturing engineers, 

- educating material scientists for multiple loop 

applications,  

 - insurance as enabler of progress. 

NY mayor Michael Bloomberg on plus-energy buildings:  

public security, resilient communities 



Å is the most profitable and competitive business model of 
the Circular Economy, 

Å is sustainable and preventive as manufacturers internalise 
the cost of risk and of waste, 

Å leads to radical and rapid new product design for take-back 
and reuse of goods and components,  

Åachieves the highest resource efficiency and security 
as it maintains ownership of  material, 

Åexploits sufficiency and prevention as profit strategies 

 

Aristotle:  use is the real wealth, not ownership 
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The Performance Economy - 

selling / buying goods as service 



What changed in the 21st century : 2 

The shift from sinking to rising resource prices 



The Performance Economy: sustainable profits with 

an internalisation of the costs of risk and waste 

    manufacturer   consumer  waste 

industrial economy      dispersed  

selling goods  warranty  consumer  State carries  

       carries all   waste costs 
      risiks  

   manufacturer/fleet manager   consumer  waste  

Performance Economy      concentrated 

selling system   manufacturer/     

  utilisation   fleet manager     

     carries all risks      
        

strong economic incentive for 

loss and waste prevention 



Example: Private 
Finance Initiatives 
(PFI) 
are increasingly used 
for the construction 
and long-term 
operation of  infra-
structures by a single 
economic actor. 
Le Viaduc de Millau, a 
2001 78-year contract 
to design, finance, 
build and operate the 
bridge (to 2079), with 
a maintenance 
contract until 2121 

Le pont de Millau, France 
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Sustainable procurement:  
NASA buys commercial (launch) services, not hardware,  
but specifies mission unique requirements  



Sustainable 

taxation is a 

booster to 

 

increase:  

resource 

security,  

and jobs, 

and 

prevent 

GHG 

emissions 
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